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Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
For the second straight year, U.S. News and World Report ranked aerospace engineering programs and declared that...
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Roll for the gold

STUDENT JOHN YOUNGBLOOD THROWS the dice at the craps table Friday at Monte Carlo Night in the Student Center. The casino games, food, and prizes were sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha to kick off the new semester. Hundreds of students turned out for the annual event this year.

Channel 3 revamped

LaVerne Davis
Embry-Riddle Communications Coordinator

The new and improved "Channel 3" will go on the air next week, sponsored by the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Student Association (E.R.R.A.S.A.) and the Department of Housing. Its major goal is to provide a daily, continuous broadcast to keep students aware and informed of their daily activities.

We welcome professors, staff, clubs, and organizations to include announcements, messages, or advertisements at this time. Residents in housing will have access to this channel and we hope its popularity will continue to grow with new movie showings and student awareness videos. Topics such as credit card debt, better grades in less time, and "Dead Drink: The Kevin Tunnel Story" on college alcohol abuse will also be shown at intermediate times.

Requests should be made no later than one week prior to the intended start date and will use the time between movies to promote events and contests. Channel 3 will also increase communication between departments and our residential students overall.
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**Singled Out**

Students pack UC cafeteria for ERAU's version of MTV's dating game show

LaVerne Davis
Communications Coordinator, ERRSA

New ERAU students were filled with excitement piling into the University Center on Friday, Aug. 31, 2001. Over 600 students attended Singled Out, based on MTV's popular game show, hosted by the Embry-Riddle Resident Student Association (ERRSA) under the direction of Bragg's Communications Coordinator, LaVerne Davis.

The event, which was held to introduce the students to the new campus and the various opportunities available, filled the atrium of the University Center.

Not only did students get the opportunity to enjoy the competition, but they also had the opportunity to win gift certificates to a variety of places such as Carrabas Italian Restaurant, Kosher Deli, and the Sweetwater Grill.


tivity to narrow down the date of their dreams by asking pre-screened eligible bachelors and bachelorettes to compete in a popular game show. The winners of the game show are then invited to the University Center for the final competition.

**Students Filled the UC for Singled Out, hosted by the Embry-Riddle Resident Student Association. At the end of the contest, Mandi Bishop and Zach Connell, inset, emerged as winners.**

Chris Johnson
Chairman, ASSAB

The Aeronautical Science Student Advisory Board wishes to welcome new Aeronautical Science students and to welcome back those returning. Many exciting things have happened at this university since last semester. Many new courses are now offered in the Aeronautical Science program. Pay a visit to the department office in the AWS building to explore your options.

The ASSAB has been hard at work on a few major issues this week, implementing the new student advisory board. We will be holding a meeting this Thursday, Sept. 10, to discuss the various topics that have been brought up by the students. Overall it was a superbly happy meeting.
Editorials

Whoever said condoms were safe?

Mark Soppe
Special to The Avion

To get through all of my class-
job to pay for all of this crap.

Furthermore, condoms are ineffective in preventing sexually transmitted diseases. It's not the condom, when used correctly, it is effective in preventing pregnan-
cy, the chance of the condom failing is as great as 20%. However, there is no equals in the use of contraceptive methods.

In the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the CDC discovered that condoms do not prevent common infections against chlamydia, gonorrhea, and herpes.

Reno next Florida Governor?

Ryan Jones
Special to Avian

Florida politics is on issue and heated. The 2002 governor's race will not be an exception. Governor Jeb Bush has recently announced his intentions to run for the Democratic nomination. At first, this sounds like outrigh:
tu. The former Attorney General carried more than a dozen cases during his years as a U.S. Senator. But perhaps most importantly, he has a record of standing up for states' rights.

There is no question that there is such a thing as a good Pregnancy, but there is also a question of who would have the best

Bob Jones has faced a multi-
number of challenges as Attorney General. There have been innumerable cases during his years as a U.S. Senator. But perhaps most importantly, he has a record of standing up for states' rights.

Many consider him to be the best governor in the state and the AGSA aren't
corporating to give all at herpes.

Bush bashing on campus

Mitch Widham
Special to Avian

While walking through Andrews Hall's David R. King hall, the student body board huddled in behind the President of the United States.

The student body board contains field politics and student rights, and has been a focal point for the student body.

I feel that this was a great move by the President of the University, which adds excitement to the student body.

Reno's office is in the middle of campus, and is easily accessible to students.

Balancing judgement for slain student

Staff Editorial

OLIVE WASHINGTON—He murdered 10-year-old George Johnson.

Staff Writer

Reno is a veteran of partisan
debate, ensuring that students
will trust young men to use a

Staff Writer

The Avion: Ask: With the start of a new semester, what are your personal or scholastic goals?

Send The Avion your opinions!!!

If you have an opinion that you just
cannot get out, send it to The Avion!!

Call the office at 226-6049, or E-mail:
avion@avion.dbu.edu, or stop by the office—located in the U.C.E next to the SGA Office.

Marcy Smith  Aeronautica

"To get good grades and all of
that good stuff."
High prices. Long lines. Sound familiar?

ecampus.com knows you're broke and strapped for time. That's why we make shopping for textbooks and stuff as easy, fast, and cheap as possible. You'll find what you need and you'll get it up to 50% OFF. Plus, you'll experience convenient online shopping 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. No lines. No waiting.

Want more cash back? Sell your books to ecampus.com and watch for the check in the mail. We'll give you 50% back on the new book price for the Top 50 buyback books. That's half back! You don't need basic college mathematics to know that's a lot of cash.

SHOPPING FOR TEXTBOOKS SHOULDN'T BE A SORE SUBJECT.

Shop online at www.ecampus.com or call toll free 1.877.ecampus.
Christian bands rock Universal Studios

Crystal Passow

Special to the Tribune

The recently released movie The Fast and the Furious brought to light the increasing popularity of the sport of car racing. The movie stars Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Jordana Brewster, Michelle Rodriguez and Matt Schulze. The movie promises a lot in terms of action, excitement and thrill.

Crystal Passow Special to the Tribune

The recent release of the movie Fast and Furious has brought to light the increasing popularity of the sport of car racing. The movie, which stars Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Jordana Brewster, Michelle Rodriguez and Matt Schulze, has received positive reviews for its action-packed scenes and thrilling storyline.

The leading actor, Vin Diesel, who plays the character of Dominic Toretto, has been praised for his performance. The movie is set in San Francisco and Los Angeles, with fast cars and good music being the main attractions.

For those of you who are seniors, here’s a special birthday message to celebrate the past year and look forward to the future. May your birthday be filled with joy and love, and may all your dreams come true.

The Rehearsal for the upcoming production of ‘The Fosters’ will start on Jan. 15 at 7 p.m. at the South High School. The cast and crew are working hard to bring this production to life, and we can’t wait to see the final product.

Review

President Prospect of Studio album keeps the sound of PaveMent alive

Ethan Kent

Copy Editor

Ethan Kent is the lead singer and songwriter of Ethan Kent, a local music group that has been active for over a decade. Ethan is known for his powerful voice and heartfelt lyrics, which often revolve around themes of love, loss, and redemption.

Ethan started his musical career at a young age, and has been performing solo and with bands ever since. He has released several albums and has gained a loyal fan base through his live performances and social media presence.

Ethan’s latest album, “The Fosters,” is a collection of songs that showcase his growth as an artist. The album features a mix of acoustic and electric sounds, and has been well-received by fans and critics alike.

Ethan’s music has been described as “gripping,” “moving,” and “emotionally resonant,” and he has been praised for his ability to connect with listeners on a deep level.

As a child, Ethan was diagnosed with autism, which has been a part of his life story since he was young. Ethan’s experiences have informed his music, and he has been open about his struggles and triumphs in his songs.

Ethan’s music has been featured in several TV shows and films, and he has performed at various festivals and venues across the country. He is currently working on his next album, which he hopes to release later this year.

Ethan’s message to his fans is to keep pursuing their dreams, no matter how big or small. He encourages them to stay true to themselves and to never give up on their passions.

Ethan’s music is a testament to his determination and resilience, and he continues to inspire listeners around the world with his talent and heart.

From the Prez

To all new students, welcome! For those of you who are seniors and are graduating this year, congratulations! For all of you at other schools, enjoy the rest of your school year. When Spring Break has been your last, over the past months, changes have taken place around campus — changes that will totally transform the course of time and space.

Alongside, maybe the changes have not been as visible, but all of us have been able to observe the changes that have taken place in the surrounding world. The entertainment and public relations divisions, including the Student Newspaper, the Pioneer-Express and YU Radio, have been working diligently to produce a high-quality service for you and us.

The most notable projects include the Bruce Hills Project, which focuses on the posters for Bruce Hills. Moreover, Homecoming celebration on Nov. 30, new release of movies playing on Channel 3, a revamped SAFE RIDE card program and a science lever-illuminated Low Power FM station.

The bees to keep in touch each other about the latest in your areas that affect you. You can stop by our office (second floor, Student Center) during regular business hours to share your input and ideas. I can’t wait to hear your thoughts.

Peter’s thought of the week — “don’t ever forget why you’re here.”

The Avion, September 10, 2001

To the place to find the outside books...
When is baseball over?

Christopher Knorrer
Sports Editor
In a mediocre summer of baseball, fans saw a team play phenomenally well, and the rest of league play well above par. The reason had to do with one marquee player: Sammy Sosa.

Sosa played like a bunch of marines throughout the season, leaving many hard fans ask, “Who does baseball?”

The summers was rough if you expected anything. The only excitement was the Mariners, who surprised all of baseball by playing like a bunch baseball by far.

There is also a star by the name of Barry Bonds, who is threatening the home run record of 73, held by Mark McGwire for a few years ago. This year, the question of who will be this year’s Batter King has fused into tide with the Mariners.

When Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa made baseball fun in their pursuit of the title and the new record, they brought fans into their baseball lives. This year, Mark McGwire has been plagued by injury, still hitting home runs, but not striking out. Sosa has been successful, but not on top. Unfortunately, the media focused the media to try to get a glimpse into his head.

Polo coaches seem to be very blind and questions and answers are very realistic. The man isB at ous by not suc ing with the media, but unfortunate ly the lack of public attention means little attention about his destined feat of 71 or more. Sosa received $125/hr wet*. The media and his fame, is described as extremely euphoric.

Exhausted is undeniable that the man is a great power hitter. It’s a big issue of the problems of baseball. The man has a past record (one that not that anyone cares about) of being a good player, but not his better, a World Series champion.

Another amazing fact about baseball is its state of the National League.

They have not produced a home run comparable to the American League, as shown in the Wild Card race. The National League has four teams in the hunt for the Wild Card and are five games closer to the top.

At least there is a little action going on as September rolls along closer to the post-season. Sosa’s only thing about having more fans in the league is that they might look up to a player with what is going on in the standings. Too late, too late! Perhaps the defending National League Champion New York Mets could be the answer for their five-month run.

They have won seventeen out of their last twenty-one, and will come home to home with division leader Arizona Dodgers for six games his season. Anything could happen.

The slow start of the Oakland Athletics has had many fans speculating on whether they will be bringing them. They seemed to draw signs of being a deserving threat to the American League, but have been the best team in baseball since the All-Star break. They have the Wild Card seat locked up with a one-game lead.

It’s not over yet!

The team is back in their division, but that’s because the first place team is the Seattle Mariners. Maybe that would be different if the Athletics came and stronger in the beginning, while the Mariners could with wins.

The American League West, Seattle Mariners are about 17 games in front of the next best team in the American League. That will go to the post-learn.

The Mariners definitely, and the Athletics not. In there any way to tell which team is best in each league to move on to post-season play, it is key the decision factor when scores are all tall a game back from the Wild Card? And better yet, will the Mariners go all the way? Probably not. Baseball is not going with the media and his fans. is expected any excitement. The only good thing about having more excitement was the Mariners, who surprised all of baseball by playing like a bunch baseball by far.

The Seattle Mariners have been exciting as well. Sorry, but too little, too late? Perhaps the Seattle Mariners have great talent in their pitching and offense, but lack for the Athletics to play against the Angles, Little League, All-Stars for the World Series title.

Baseball this season has been interesting, especially since it has not been exciting for the past five months. Now that the end of the line is near, hopefully fans won’t look at what is interesting in the league and have patience that the playoffs will be exciting as well. Sorry, but don’t look for any Subway Series this year.

AM Flyers Flying Club
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Positions are now opening for:
Zero time to 500hr pilots to train to airline standards on aircraft systems, CRM, and 200hrs of Turbo prop Aircraft. Pilots with 1000hrs to train to advanced airline standards in aircraft systems, CRM, and 200hrs Turbo Prop Aircraft for upgrade to Captain positions.

EXPRESS DIRECT
- A Consolidation Training Program - From the Classroom to the Flight Deck

Training Prerequisites
• Puts a professional looking demeanor on you
• Puts on psychological training
• Be between the age of 21-55 years of age
• Be able to speak good English
• Pass a Class Medical
• Pass a Credit Check
• Pass a Drug Screen
• Sign an Employment Contract when hired and be placed with an Airline

You will receive the following Flight Training and qualify for a JOB!

• GEARS (oin All Training in King Air Turbo Prop Type)
• Flight Training at FAA Compliant Flight Training
• United Express Runway
• Advanced Airline Turbo Prop Training
• Airline General Systems General School
• 150hrs Flight Training in King Airs

The "Express Direct" Program is a completely new and fresh approach to preparing Professional Airline Pilots for a great JOB. Start Today!

EXPRESS DIRECT - Airline Pilot Training On Time & On Budget!

Airline Pilot Job Opportunity's Include:
Potential for a 6 figure income in 6 years at a Great Career and exciting life style.
Work 15 days out of 30 days a month on average and retire at 60 years old at 60% of income.

® Tab Express

TRB EXPANSION JET FLEET TRAING CENTER
1355 Sterling Drive, Port Angeles, WA 98362
Fax: 360-452-8200
www.tabexpress.com

Pilots Wanted (Ages 21-50) to Train for Airline Pilot Positions Call 866-785-0092

Become an Airline First Officer in less than 10 months

www.tabexpress.com

Start your Pilot Career

EXPRESS DIRECT

Pilots from zero time to a Job! Pilots with PVT MULTI to a Job!
Pilots with PVT MULTI INST to a Job! Pilots with PVT MULTI INST COM to a Job!
American spyplane downed by Iraqis

Elisa McBee
Special to The Avion

A Predator unmanned vehicle was lost over southern Iraq, Middle East analysts are suggesting that this is proof of foreign assistance in Iraq's anti-defence network.
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NRO spy satellite arrives by Atlas

A new spy satellite, owned and operated by the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), is now orbiting Earth after a perfect launch on Saturday. These satellites have probably been in development since the late 1990s, but were not designed to fly high enough to be launched from the Florida coast. This is the third of five classified missions by the NRO with Atlas and Lockheed Martin, which will not release the details of the new satellite.

President Jeffrey Manbar has reached commercial agreement with Russia to build the satellite. The new satellite is to be launched in October on a larger rocket from Vandenberg on Oct. 4, and another stop an Atlas 4A from Cape Canaveral on about Oct. 10.

Search for Titania's atmosphere

Titania, one of Uranus' moons, will eclipse the distant star HIP 106829 this Friday, from the Andes Mountains as the moon. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is planning a multi-million dollar overhaul on shuttle Discovery. This was meant to be the final flight of the space shuttle program with the purpose to safety improvements, not more work to be done.

The goal is to make use of theária's atmosphere, said Manbar, a French astronaut in Eusor for the phenomenon. It is hoped that the information gathered will help scientists to understand the Solar System.

MrCorps and Russians to build first commercial space station

MrCorps has reached agreements with the Russian government... for the first private mini-space station. "MrCorps has reached agreements with the Russian government... for the first private mini-space station," said MrCorps President Jeffrey Manbar. MrCorps has stated that the mini-space station is to be

human-sourced and not permanently occupied. It will be designed so that its owner can live there for 15 years.

It will be in the same place as the International Space Station (ISS) and will serve as the destination for commercial traitement, with the goal of providing a space for tourists and science and industrial partners from the shuttle space industry.

The goal is to build the Russian Space Station (ISS) in 2000. Yuri Koptev, a veteran of the Russian Space Station, signed the agreement with MrCorps.

The station, with a 15-year lifetime, could serve as an orbital station for commercial tourism, scientific research, and strategic partners from the shuttle space industry.

Why Buy An Airline Job... When You Can Earn It?

Phase I:

Phased: Founded and managed by airline pilots. For just over $20,000 you get: Private, Instrument, Commercial, Multi Engine, CFI, Private Training plan on an A321. Flight exams, written exams and books (including headsets and flight bag).

Training provided by airline captains and preparation for airline interviews! 90% of our Professional Program graduates have been hired by the airlines.

Phase II:

Phased: Qualified applicants will be employed by Phoenix East Aviation as Flight Instructors. Satisfactory performance and a minimum of 2 years' experience as a flight instructor earns you Phase III free of charge.

Phase III:
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The station, with a 15-year lifetime, could serve as an orbital station for commercial tourism, scientific research, and strategic partners from the shuttle space industry.
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Discovery visits ISS

By Nicole Massiehoff

When we study the universe, we find there are objects of all sizes that we can detect and find measures, but what about the small ones? How do scientists accurately measure the dimensions of tiny objects in space?

Scientists can accurately measure the dimensions of even the tiniest object using interferometry. This technique involves emitting a pair of lights from two orthogonally placed beams, then detecting the difference in the interference pattern created by the beams coming back together. If one beam is changed along the way, the pattern changes uniformly and the scientists immediately know how much was changed.

The intercession pattern is collected and then sent back to Earth via the International Space Station and the installation of the Multipurpose Logistics Module.

The MLM was attached to Unity, and the transfer of critical supplies took place. Among these supplies were water, equipment, and more scientific racks for the laboratory.

The changing of the crew was also noticed for this ISS. The crew of Expedition Two will return to Earth with Discovery while the Expedition Three crew, astronaut Frank Culbertson and cosmonaut Vladimir Dezhurov and Mikhail Tyurin, will continue with the scientific investigations and repairs to the space station.

The purpose of the two spacewalks, performed by Barry and Forrester, was to deliver and install equipment and make repairs to the space station. Barry and Forrester also laid cables and handrails to be used on future spacewalks.

The MLM consists of two sections, the pressurized module and the unpressurized module, both of which are attached to Unity.
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Right now they have an infrared projector that has been working around 1000 feet away and can hit three planes group and take a few pictures in the evening, getting two or three fires at once. They then have to land and load a piece of paper in a tower to make it over to the fire camp. These unmanned aircraft (Albatross II) can actually pretty easily become a part of the firefighting system in the future. They can do a great deal, especially if they are on hand just in case something might happen and if we can make it less dangerous to have a man go into it.

Toll free 1-888-437-2161
E mail: arotc @ db.ernu.edu
IBM offers internships

Brian Lynam
Staff Reporter

Over the past few summers, IBM has employed internships in various universities across the United States to develop its software and hardware engineering projects in a variety of areas. Some projects deal with the Internet, business information issues, and others focus on marketing and distribution.

IBM employs about 100 interns every summer, and most of them are either business or computer science majors. Most of the students, who are either business or computing majors, are expected to sign disclosure agreements to protect confidentiality of business secrets. IBM expects interns to work at the company every summer, and many of them are hopeful that they will be offered a job if they work well during the summer. Interns work on a variety of projects. Some projects deal with the Internet, business information issues, and others focus on marketing and distribution.

Uncle Waldo's
Billiards
19 Pool Tables
Students ~ Special Daily Rates
Tournament and League Play
More than 200 Cues on Display
Complete Line of Billiard Supplies
FREE Professional Pool Instruction

2454 South Nova Road
South Daytona
760-7006

WHAT A VALUE $$$$$$!!!

THE BARRINGTON
OFFERS
ONE BEDROOMS FROM $ 449.00
TWO BEDROOMS FROM $ 550.00
THREE BEDROOMS FROM $ 650.00

EXPANDED CABLE & WATER IS FREE
FREE FAX USE AND PHOTOCOPIES
YOU'LL BE SURPRISED HOW NICE

875 DERBYSHIRE ROAD
PHONE 904-252-6406
FAX 904-257-3745

Wrightway Aviation Center

Professional Flight Training and Maintenance Facility

(386) 254-7878
Wrightway Aviation is currently accepting students for its Airliner Preparatory Program. Our 4-month Part 121 program includes basic indoctrination in ground school, aircraft specific classes along with extensive flight preparation. Wrightway has guaranteed interviews and preferred hiring agreements with:

• American Eagle
• Continental Express
• Air Net Express

Visit us today at 1355 Aviation Center Parkway, 800 Daytona Beach, west of Myrtle Grove Blvd. Or visit our web site at www.aviation-the-seaguy.com or UVCSC www.aviationuniversity.com

"Come fly the Wrightway ... where flying is just plane fun!"
3-Sixty

Be Fast ~ Look Good ~ Turn Heads

3-Sixty, LLC
847 Orange Ave, Bldg. E
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

Because it feels good!

386-254-0585
write_3sixty@hotmail.com
Klyde Morris

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"It's no good, Dawson! We're being sucked in by the sun's gravitational field and there's nothing we can do! ... And let me add those are my sunglasses you're wearing!"

Avoid Daytona's Congestion!! Save your Money!

Come Fly at Sunrise Aviation

Aircraft | Rental List
--- | ---
Frasca 141 | $35.00
Cessna 152 | $50.00
Cessna 172 | $63.00
Cherokee 140 | $59.00
Piper Arrow | $95.00
Piper Seneca | $140.00

Instruction
Pet/Comm | $21.00
Instrument | $22.00
CFII/Multi | $25.00
No Membership Fees!
No Scheduling Delays!
No Worries!

We pride ourselves in operating an extremely well maintained fleet of aircraft!

Visit us at flysunrise.com and see for yourself!

740 Airport Road, Ormond Beach Municipal Airport Tel: 677-5724
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Roommate Wanted

Responsibly, clean, quiet, non-smoking all male
Private room in new home. Kitchen and laundry room. Crowded parking, too. Paid to and will pay
$500/month. Share utilities. Please call 386-206-6364 or e-mail cobalt979@hotmail.com.

Apartment Open

Beachside Apt. w/ deck for rent. $475/month includes water, waste, and lawn. 1 bed/bath, available end of October. Call Todd @ 322-9775.

Apartment Open

Beachside apt. for rent. $500/month includes water, waste, and lawn. 1 bed/bath. Available NOW! Call Todd @ 322-9775.

Two Rooms Available


Apartment Open

208 cosy apartment units, 21 windows. Centrally located. $500 per month. Call 253-3867.

Apartment Open


Furnish room at the Polo, P.O. Available NOW!!! 2BR cozy apartment upstairs, 21 mini-rooms, central heat/air, cable, internet Acces.

Roommate Wanted

Furnished bedroom in quiet (PO) neighborhood for studios, non-smoker. Includes one of kitchen, laundry facilities, family and living room, cable TV. All utilities paid. Safe, secure environment. Call 234-4300 or @ 800-268-4882.

Apartment Open

Beachside Apt. w/ deck for rent. $475/month includes water, waste, and lawn. 1 bed/bath, available end of October. Call Todd @ 322-9775.

Johny45

WANTED:

Clean, dependable roommate to share 300 sq.ft. apt. in Port Orange; Rent $250/month plus 1/3 utilities. Call Rob or Ari @ 304-5962.

Apartment Open

First floor 2 bedroom end unit condo, pool. own cable, laundry RM, 2 bathrooms, kitchen, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave, internet, water, utilities. Call (770)607-5859 day or night. Leave message.

Haircut For Sale

David Clark headset HI013.4 with a few other books. Responsible, clean, quiet, non-smoker. Moving out of town. Must sell, moving out of town. $185 o.b.o.

Beds, Beds, Beds

The Factory Outlet Store

For top national brand mattress companies. We carry close-out dealer cancellations and discontinued sets. 30-40% off retail store prices. ALL NEW WRAP WARRANTY Twin Set $79 Queen Set $129 Full Set $69 King Set $169 Ortho Sense Store; Daytona Store (702) 365-9076, (702) 255-3220 Extra 10% off with ERAU-ID

SAFETY CLOTHING

Cessna 172 $65/hr wet.

Piper Arrow $85/hr wet.

Piper Twin Comanche $125/hr wet.

A.M. Flyers Flying Club

Office flight instruction and air

Lieu.
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You can’t depend on your roommate to bring everything.

Requirements and Electives

**College Prep**
- Towels
- Electric Toothbrush
- Hair Dryer
- Curling Iron
- Electric Cutters
- Men’s Shaver
- 245 Load Detergent
- Iron/Board

**Home Work**
- Accent Rugs
- Decorator Vellux Pillows
- Guest Chairs
- Bubblewist Light
- Fan (Must Have!)
- Portable Vacuum
- Upright Vacuum
- Mini Cordless Drill Driver
- 18 pc. Companion Tool Set
- 12' Craftsman® Tape/Easy Fire Stapler

**Unwinding & Dining**
- Television
- VCR/DVD
- Cordless Phone
- Personal CD Player

**Getting A's**
- Alarm Clock
- Computer/Laptop
- Printer
- Electronic Organizer
- Coffee Maker
- Ready-to-Assemble Desk
- Desk Lamp
- Desk Chair
- Moraton CFL Bulbs (5 yr. guarantee)
- Backpack
- Wheeled Backpack
- 4-pc Luggage Set
- Paper Shredder

**Getting Zzzzz**
- Fleece/Vellux Blankets
- Fleece Throws
- Twin Extra Long Sheets
- Twin Extra Long Mattress Pads
- Twin Extra Long Comforter/Sheet Sets
- Twin Vellux Comforter
- Body Pillow
- Jumbo Pillows
- Bedrest
- Floor Cushions
- Aerobed

10% off Shopping Pass

Take 10% off any regular priced microwave, compact refrigerator, vacuum, home electronics or home office purchase. Use this coupon on your purchases for college and if it’s not on sale... you get to put it on sale!

Savings of regular, sale and clearance prices apply to merchandise only. Not valid on Exceptional Values, salon.com, weekly store purchases, Ronald M. Furtney, catalog orders, fragrances, Dunhams, J. A. Henckels, Sears, Maytag Service and Credit, Sears & Craftsman & Sears Home Improvement Credit, Sears Credit, or where prohibited by law. One coupon per purchase, Void if copied, transferred and where prohibited by law. Sales Associate: please collect this coupon. If unable to scan, manually enter the coupon number. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back. One coupon per purchase, Void if copied, transferred and where prohibited by law. May not be used with any other coupons.

Sears
1800 North Ave.
River Forest, IL 60305

$5 off any $50 or more purchase of regular or sale priced bed or bath items, housewares, luggage or ready-to-assemble furniture.

Savings of regular, sale and clearance prices apply to merchandise only. Not valid on Exceptional Values, salon.com, weekly store purchases, Ronald M. Furtney, catalog orders, fragrances, Dunhams, J. A. Henckels, Sears, Maytag Service and Credit, Sears & Craftsman & Sears Home Improvement Credit, Sears Credit, or where prohibited by law. One coupon per purchase, Void if copied, transferred and where prohibited by law. Sales Associate: please collect this coupon. If unable to scan, manually enter the coupon number. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back. One coupon per purchase, Void if copied, transferred and where prohibited by law. May not be used with any other coupons.

Just what you need to go off to campus.

*Sears
card

visit sears.com